Enterprise Cloud Strategy
Accelerate cloud adoption with agility, scalability, and optimization

What can you achieve with HCL Cloud Strategy?

- Drive IT efficiency
- Adopt a Cloud Native posture to enable the XaaS enterprise
- Improve availability and resilience
- Instill agility and responsiveness
- Simplify operations and management
- Preserve capital

Why HCL?

- 350+ Global engagements
- 3500+ Certified cloud consultants
- 10+ Years of experience in cloud consulting
- 20+ Industry and domain blueprints
- 10+ Industry IPs
- Proven Cloud adoption frameworks
Key service offerings

- Define cloud strategy
- Business case and TCO analysis
- Cloud assessment and migration planning
- Security and compliance
- Operational transformation

Strategic business outcomes

- Business-driven cloud adoption
- Cost optimization
- Cloud migration execution plan
- Cloud business office
- Enterprise security control, risk, and mitigation
- AI-driven digital operations
- Unified governance structure

To know more, write to us at: HCLGoogleBU@HCL.com